
Pool Internship Opportunity: Omni Hotels & Resorts 

Dallas, TX 
 

The Omni Dallas Hotel, in the center of the revitalized downtown Dallas, is connected via sky bridge to the Dallas 

Convention Center and close to restaurants, shops, entertainment and more! The Omni Dallas Hotel is built to meet 

the U.S. Green Building Council LEED Gold Certification standards, placing it on the forefront of environmental 

awareness and conservation in the city. 

 

The Omni Dallas Hotel’s associates enjoy a dynamic and exciting work environment, comprehensive training and 

mentoring, along with the pride that comes from working for a company with a reputation for exceptional service. 

We embody a culture of respect, gratitude and empowerment day in and day out. If you are a friendly, motivated 

person, with a passion to serve others, the Omni Dallas Hotel may be your perfect match. 

 

Job Description: 

 

To ensure all guests are greeted and seated in a friendly and courteous manner using appropriate procedures, in 

accordance with Omni Standards. 

 

Responsibilities: 

 

Must be able to answer phone calls, transfer calls, and take reservations. 

Seat the guests in a timely manner and rotate between server sections. 

Knowledge of the resort and other restaurants on property. 

Attend to and anticipate guest’s needs. 

Must have some knowledge of our menus. 

Write down daily specials. 

Demonstrate excellent teamwork with Oceanside associates and the associates of the Lobby Lounge. 

Be pleasant, smile, and greet all guests, using guest names when obtained. 

Maintain a clean and safe work environment. 

Rotate between hotel operations departments. 

 

Qualifications: 

 

Must be able to walk throughout the resort and between guest locations. 

Must be able to read and write English proficiently. 

Must be able to walk, sit, stand, squat, and lean in the course of daily business for extended periods of time. 

 

https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?pub=b148f6eb86762a21588f2ff120d86e470cace3277f6b99df&utm_campaign=de

_noemail&from=ifa&l=Dallas,%20Texas&utm_source=publisher&q=(hotel)&utm_medium=cpc&tk=1bc0hjmgi5sp

7fpk&jk=d26ed282d8780629 

 

If interested, send Mr. Addison Crawford, former RPTS student, your resume: Addison Crawford 

<acrawford@omnihotels.com> 

 

......... 

 

ADDISON CRAWFORD 

Manager Owners Box / Uptown Terrace 

 

254-580-5124 direct 

acrawford@omnihotels.com 
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